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Until Lilly: Until, Book 3

When Cash Mayson was forced to choose between the love of his life and his unborn child, he
knew exactly what he had to do, no matter how broken it left him. When Lilly Donovan was forced to
accept that the guy she loved wasn't who she thought he was and became a single mother, she
knew exactly what she had to do, proving just how strong she was. What happens when you find
out years later that everything you thought you knew was a lie? Can two people who once loved
each other overcome the obstacles that are thrown at them and fall in love all over again? Contains
mature themes.
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I think I am a fan of Ms. Reynolds. I'm not sure. I really liked Until November. And then Until Trevor
seemed a bit repetitive but somewhat of a plot. This one seems written by a first timer and is all over
the place. This had a great premise but just failed to coherently connect the dots. There was no
drama leading up to a reunion. Just a chance meeting, which by the way is so implausible based on
the fact that she lives in Alaska with her parents and just happens to end up in the same place as
Cash. Then it's oh well I guess it was just a misunderstanding and now we are back together.
Seriously?? That's it? Game over. One chapter. Done. Except we have to throw in the crazy ex
which no one on this earth would believe is plausible. Lilly loses her job based on some wackjob
acting job by this person and doesn't have a change to explain to her boss? That's stupid. And then
Lilly apparently goes to jail for a week over some weird plot about some fraud? It's all so stupid and
makes absolutely no sense. All of these books are really lacking in the bad guy department. They

are lame and no person in their right mind would go along or behave in any way as a response to
this stuff. I'm not sure what has happened here but there seems to be a backward slide. These
books are getting worse and not better.

Story had a very weak plot. In order for me to give an honest review I need to include
spoilers.SPOILER ALERTI thought their reconciliation and continued relationship was unrealistic
and just too easy. The little sub plots didn't make sense to me. For instance, what his family's
thoughts were of her. They didn't seem like the type of family that would do this. Especially the
father!!The reason for the two pregnancies was alluded to but never discussed. If someone had not
read Trevor' s book, they wouldn't understand. So why even mention this but not elaborate or
discuss?The fraud...well it was pretty easy to know who was behind that. But why was this
mentioned and then pushed aside to be brought up later?? What was the new evidence??? Why
wasn't that discussed?? Especially if she was in jail a week!!Why add David to the story?? Selling of
Ashlyn, that came out of no where and didn't work with this book.Basically the story was them
getting back together, having tons of s#x, family time, Jules being cray cray, her family forgiving
him, marriage, HEA.I wanted more of his family, a little more drama, stronger plot and definitely less
s#x.

I read the first 2 books in this series, which I really enjoyed so I was excited to read this one. I was
very disappointed. It almost seems like Until Lilly was written by someone else. Thats how big a
difference I found the quality to be between Until November and this book. The whole story felt
rushed and I felt like the author was being kind of lazy. She didn't take the time to expand on
situations. There was a lot of jumping around and there were many things that just didn't make
sense to me. Cash's family being cold to Lilly because of his last relationship made no sense or Lilly
spending a week in jail???? I hate to be mean, but this really was poorly written and needs major
editing.

I really liked the romance of Cash and Lily. Poor Lily had to deal with so much,having the baby on
her own and then finding out that Cash never knew the truth! but have to say I really didn't like that
Cash was working on being a happy family and thinking about how great the wife was when he was
married. ugh, so glad he woke up and divorced the evil ex.my issue is that Lily forgave him way too
easy. Cash really did nothing to redeem himself ,I needed a bit more from him.

I have been waiting for this book since the end of Trevor, and it did not disappoint! Cash is such a
great guy and father, it made him so sexy! I thought everyone handled the whole situation
appropriately, meaning I didn't think anyone was immature or took things wrong, well except for
Jules. I did think it was a little sweet and not a whole lot of angst, but it was exactly what I needed at
the moment so it totally worked.The only thing I will mention, even though I love the book, it needs
some serious editing. Some wrong words that you can tell were typos that didn't get auto corrected
because they are still words, and during Lilly's pov it was labeled as Sophie's. I don't judge a book if
there are a few mistakes unless it's so many I can't even read the book, but I mention it so hopefully
the book can get re-edited.Still love it, can't wait till Nico!!!

Another great addition!!!!So we found out in the last book that Cash got a crazy psycho pregnant,
before he even met Lilly, but found out about the pregnancy when he was already dating Lilly.this
goes 3 years into the future... and Cash has another surprise in store for him.I loved watching Cash
and Lilly rekindle.... even though this was none of what happened was Cash's fault I do wish he was
in the dog house a bit more....really enjoyed this book! Can't wait for Nico's story. Hope it comes out
early just like "until lilly" did :)*for full review go here [...]
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